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The purpose of this work is to optimize the recommendation system by creating a new model of recommender system with different services in a global e-commerce website.

In this model the most effective data sources are integrated to increase the accuracy of recommendations system, which provides the client more intuitive browsing categories interface.

The sources used for this model are the user's searching log on the global website, and data referred extracted from search engines, more clicked URLs, highly rated items, and the recommendation algorithms of new users and new items. In additions, user's interests based on locations, and the hot releases items recommended by the admin or shop owner of the e-commerce website according to the website marketing strategy.

When the users browse the website, the data sources will automatically combine to incorporate the derived structure and associate items for each category into a new browsing recommendation interface.

The advantages of this model will assist the users to discover their real interested items with flexibility and high efficiency; it also provides some solutions for some serious problems and challenges that exist in the current recommendation services.

Data mining technology and clustering algorithms have been proposed and applied to perform the idea of this work. ASP.NET is the implementation tool for the application website, Microsoft SQL server is used for database management.

Keywords: e-commerce, data mining, recommendation system, clustering algorithm.

I. Introduction

The global systems internet with World Wide Web has revolutionized the human life like nothing before. Since 1997, the web has progress into a true economy and a new frontier for business [1]. The WWW became more important as a source for the basic data and a place for trading, which called Electronic Commerce (EC).

Electronic commerce includes the use of all kinds of information and communication technology in the business processes among the trade. Moreover, it helps to get a share in the market and improve customer service by creating a Web page and supporting the investors’ relations or communicating electronically with customers [2]. Electronic commerce is more than ordering goods from an on-line catalog. It involves all aspects of an organization's electronic interactions with its stakeholders, the people who determine the future of the organization. Such stakeholders include customers, suppliers, government regulators, financial institutions, mangers, employees, and the public at large [3].

Nowadays many sites have a good business and become well known ecommerce sites, such as ebay.com, Amazon.com, taobao.com and others. Business is evenhanded to the process of shopping on the web site. It becomes the way of shopping in wide field including personal need, house need or business need.

Fast growing of Internet technologies presents complicated challenges and opportunities to organizations and guiding them to develop new managerial roles and practices [4]. These explosive developments of the internet and E-commerce technology have led to the daily growth of recommendation systems.

Recommendation systems typically suggest commodities (information, items or services) that are of interest to users based on customer demographics, features of items, and/or user preferences (e.g., ratings or purchasing history) [5]. Recommendation services are used by E-commerce websites to suggest items to their consumers.

Along with EC areas, the B2B (Business to Business) Recommendation system is being spotlighted as an interesting research area considering its size and the potential impact it has overall. Now various recommender systems are being used in seller-centric E-marketplaces, intermediary-centric E-marketplaces, and buyer-centric E-marketplaces etc [6].

However, in many global e-commerce websites, well-defined recommendation systems are not available; moreover, in some other e-commerce sites, the recommendation systems are too coarse and less intuitive to distinguish properties according users interests, which will lead to very bad user experience [7]. To address these problems, in this project we propose building a new model of recommendation system that depends on hierarchical structure for emerging e-commerce products according to users’ behavior.
preference, which can be derived from searching logs and data referred extracted from search engines, highly clicked URLs, top rated items, users interests based on the same area customers, recommendation algorithms for the new items and also the new users. We also create a personalized recommendation strategy managed by the admin of the website.

II. Motivation

The E-commerce environment includes all online activities and business operations achieved between multiple parties using electronic techniques.

With the huge development of internet and E-commerce websites; when consumers choose their needs of items and commodities, they confront some serious problems of data overloading. Therefore; many website researches and projects have focused on recommendation system development, in order to provide users more individual recommendation services.

Recommendation system has become serious business tools used by many of the largest commerce websites, in order to provide the users more effective and efficient way to find their interested products. The recommender systems work like salesman who provides users advices and services to help them find the commodities and items they are interested in. However, with the wide use of recommendation services, many common challenges and problems come out, such as real-time, sparsely of information, cold start problem and recommendation quality.

In addition, with the rapid development of web and e-commerce business, a large number of growing user interaction to the application provides a number of very valuable data and information. This interaction forms include users of e-commerce sites click browse, clinch a deal to buy goods online sales and online collection of goods. This increasing interaction behavior leads to the emergence of the information overload problem. In additions, most recommender systems still meet some serious problems and challenges, such as sparsely data, real-time, cold start and the quality of recommendation results [8].

Therefore need a system that provides services which provide solutions to overcome these common problems by using the interactive information to find user interests and preferred orientation with high quality and real-time techniques.

The goal of this project is to build a new model of personalized recommender system. We have proposed and applied some data mining ideas and clustering algorithms that optimize the recommendation services on a global E-commerce websites.

Our optimized recommender system helps consumers to find their needs and save their efforts and time in complicated operations. For e-commerce sites, our ideal personalized recommendation system will directly increase online sales of commodities brought in, increase the orders-size by turning browsers into buyers.

III. Purposed Recommender System

The traditional recommendation technologies have their own advantages and also many shortcoming points [9]. So to solve these issues we have build a new model of recommender system which based on hybrid recommendation techniques and combined with data mining clustering technology to overcome the shortcoming points and provide the best recommendation results which meets all kind of users’ interests and needs.

Our system belongs to a complete personalized recommender system, using data mining combined with hybrid recommendation methods. The new model of recommender system provides more adaptive and scalable services; as it is highly considering the recommendation quality, real-time recommendation, and proposed solutions for problems such as cold start and other issues. In the following we introduce the architecture structure, project algorithms and technologies of our E-commerce recommendation model.

a) Basic Architecture of Recommender System

The tremendous development of the Internet has led millions of companies to set up shop on the Internet and over 100 million consumers are eagerly participating in the global online marketplace [10].

From this quick development of e-commerce websites; we start to get destruct with the recommendation systems methods and advantages to meet users’ need and interests. The enhancements of this project are designed to meet such needs including the recommendation functions and site features.

The recommendation functions are designed to provide the users the ability to discover their real interest ed items with flexibility and high efficiency, which will sav e users’ own efforts and time.

Our recommendation system include five parts of functions, first part recommend the items which will be derived from user’s searching logs on our website and data referred extracted from search engines, through the searching log and search engines are considered to discover user’s attributes and interests.

The second part of our model functions include the most rated items; the convenience of this function is to compare products through the multi-products website, which save more time and effort during all customers’ visits.

The third part of our system propose and apply some algorithms which will recommend the new items of the website, as well as, some algorithm to recommend
items for our new users. The advantage of this part is to solve the cold start problem of recommendation system.

The forth part of our new model propose the algorithms which do the recommendation according to the user’s interests based on locations, our system collect the interest data of same location users, as different location users have different interests; since each location has its own habits, needs and life traditions. But through this function, the users easily can find the most interested items by his location users on our global website.

The last part of our recommendation system model includes the items which can be recommended by the admin or shop owner of the website according to the website marketing strategy.

The schematic architecture of our purposed recommender system is summarized as shown in figure 1.

b) Logical Schemas of Database

The following Figure 2 shows the database architectural structure of the E-commerce website which represents the logical schema. SQL server is used for this database.
According to data shows on figure, we can deal with the all enhancements features that mentioned in this paper project.

IV. Enhancement

To enhance our new model of recommender system, first we have to enhance the relational database. The enhance operation is divided into two parts: The process model step which focuses on the operation process of database stored data. Second step is the online recommender which analyzes the recommendation type of system, as well as, the recommendation algorithms used and proposed for this project.

a) Process Model

The core of recommender system is the recommendation algorithms models, as a different algorithm requires different data, so the system needs to manage the input data to provide a high quality of output results. The main data as shown in logical schemas figure above include: User, Item, and Rating. Due to E-commerce website deals with a huge amount of data which growing rapidly, it makes the algorithms model take a long time, and a big consumption for system resource. That seriously affects the real-time recommendation.

As a result, the recommender system using offline process model to output results. And online recommendation model then uses the output results with the system input data to recommend items for the user.

The process model based on the incremental updates of input data, so when the new ratings data of users reach a certain limit value, it needs to deal with process model again.

• Data preprocessing
  According to different algorithms’ required data, the system deals with insert data using input data model.

• Model calculation
  The recommender system according to data amount updates, regular operates models, calculates the update data, modify the model output results, to ensure the quality of recommendation.

The process model of our recommender system can be displayed as it shown in the following figure 3:
b) **Online Recommender**

The personalized E-commerce recommender system mainly used to recommend items for users based on their interests. The main functions of online recommender are to analyze the recommendation type, and choose the related input and output data of algorithm model, to predict recommendation results, and provide it for users. The main process of online recommender is as shown in the following figure 4:

![Figure 4: Online Recommender Process](image)

i. **Predictive Recommendation**

According to the process model of input and output data calculate the predictive recommendation results.

The online recommender uses a real-time recommendation model to provide a high quality recommendation. When a user login the E-commerce website, and browse items, the recommender system reads his/her profile data, user rating data and purchased log to predict interested items, and feedback direct to the user the Top 10 items that user most likely interested in.

c) **Recommendation Algorithms**

In this project, the recommendation algorithms are based on the hybrid recommendation model; they are kind of hybrid algorithms which based on the combination of user-based collaborative filter with content-based methods.

We use the data mining methods to overcome the single push shortcomings of recommender
techniques. Specifically, we use the STC algorithm to analyze the data mining of search engine and search log data. We have also applied neighbor clustering algorithm to complete data mining work as a clustering technique for ratings data. For the classification algorithm, we have applied support vector machine (SVM). We have also proposed some matrices that determine the users' locations in order to provide recommendation results based on location.

In the following, we introduce the project algorithms and its applications technique.

i. **STC Algorithm**

The STC algorithm clustering that has been applied in previous work [12] is an efficient method of clustering search results, but because it’s clustering process only start from the characteristics of the document itself, and it gets the clustering results based on the document attributes. So for our best knowledge, this is not enough for a personalized recommendation system. In this project, we combine the user personal interests’ model with on STC algorithm, which improves the STC algorithm strategy.

Suffix Tree Clustering (STC) has three logical steps: (1) document “cleaning”, (2) identifying base clusters using a suffix tree, and (3) combining these base clusters into clusters.

After the suffix tree construction, each node on the document can be used as a base cluster. So as to reduce the clusters numbers, we have to combine some base clusters into a big cluster, this process called “Combine Base Clusters”. In order to better implementation of the personalized recommendation, the clusters should be ordered according to the user’s interests.

To measure the user interest into any document, we use the following formulas which show the steps of our recommender system technique using search data identifications:

1. **Basic Data Construction**

   Using the Google engine to query on a keyword, the results will show many pages which include this keyword inside its contents. For the search results of Web page, we use the data structure to explain the steps of operation:

   ```
   Struct SearchResult
   {
   Char *FileName;  // file name
   File fp;         // file pointer
   }
   ```

   For each unit of search result, we use data structure CatalogSnippet to declare the results after document cleaning operation:

   ```
   Struct CatalogSnippet
   { long Sn;     // Search Snippet ID
   char *URL;    // URL address
   char *URLName; // URL name
   char *Content;  // content of search snippet
   CatalogSnippet *Front; // the front pointer of search snippet
   CatalogSnippet *Rear;  // the rear pointer of search snippet
   }
   ```

   The search results on Web including a lot of snippets, the operation of data analyzing and cleaning will create some CatalogSnippet examples. So we need to apply the following operation to analyze and clean the search information on the website:

2. **Web Data Cleaning**

   **Input:** FileName of search results on the Web
   **Output:** the linked table of search snippet CatalogSnippetList
   **Method:**

   ```
   Step1: Read FileName into memory
   Step2: remark snippets, if it is "<HEAD>", then proceed operation onto the head of Web catalog file.
   Or
   Step3: remark snippets, if it is "<BODY>", then apply operation onto the body of Web catalog file.
   Step4: Return CatalogSnippetList;
   ```

   The Web file is semi-structured data, so to facilitate process, we need to structure the data, and clean all the return results. After the data cleaning operation, we get a list that contain all search results, so we move to next step, clustering analyze.

3. **Clustering Analysis**

   The clustering analyze process will return a large number of search engine data, such as catalog snippets, and then divide it into classes or small clusters. Make the most similar objects into one cluster, and different data objects into different clusters. By comparing the cluster methods, we decide to use an improved STC algorithm method as basic clustering algorithm for search data of our personalized recommender system.

   Specifically, there are three steps to improve STC algorithm:

   1. Create suffix tree structure, so we add each complete cleaned catalog snippet into the suffix tree.
   2. Determine the base clustering.
   3. Combine the base cluster with clustering results.

   The improved STC algorithm combines the cluster results with user interest profile data to provide sorted cluster results.

4. **Personalized Recommendation Strategy**

   The clustering analyze of search results will provide better clean and sorted information, as the improved STC algorithm did implement the measurement of similarity on base clustering combined
with content-based technology, as well as, they process the cluster results as sorted data.

These kind of results and techniques help to return users more specific recommendation according to his search information collected by our algorithms, it also arrange the results as Top N more interested and searched items to provide it on the recommendation system interface.

ii. Neighbor Algorithm
The clustering analyze used to divide the stored data of database into significant sub classes. This classification operation is based on the similarity and difference between data.

The algorithm function of neighbor clustering can be constructed as follows:

For given finite sample set {U}, that includes n samples, assign a number C of clusters where 
{Kij = 1,2,A,C}

For each model, if the sum of sample's distances to the cluster center achieves the minimum value,

The mathematical model of clustering can be given by:

\[ \min \sum_{j=1}^{C} \sum_{i \in K_j} \| U - v_j \| \]

\[ v_j = \frac{1}{\sum^n_{i=1} x_{ij}} \sum^n_{i=1} x_{ij} U \]

Where C is the number of clusters, vj is the mean vector of sample j.
So if the model sample i assigned into the centre of cluster j ,
Then \( x_{ij} = 1 \); else \( x_{ij} = 0 \);
\( \sum^n_{i=1} x_{ij} = 1 \) means that model sample i only can be assigned into centre of one cluster.

The clustering analysis classifies models according to the closeness degree between samples features. The basic similarity has the following two functions:

1. Distance Function
Sample uses 13 d of features variables for description; each sample can be seen as a point in the empty space, using some distances to indicate the similarity between sample points. The closer sample points, the more similar features they have, and far away distance between different sample points.
So the distance function can be displayed using the following formula:
For non-negative conditions,
\[ f(u, x) \geq 0; \quad f(u, u) = 0; \] and for Symmetry we have \[ f(u, x) = f(x, u); \] which meet the triangle inequality \[ f(u, x) + f(x, d) \geq f(u, d). \]

2. Distance measurement method using Euclidean distance:
\[ f(i,j) = \sqrt{|u_1 - u_{1i}|^2 + |u_2 - u_{2j}|^2 + |u_n - u_{ni}|^2} + A + |u_{ni} - u_{nj}|^2 \]

Where \( m_i = (U_{1i}, U_{1j}, A, U_{ni}) \) and \( m_j = (U_{1j}, U_{2j}, A, U_{nj}) \) are two n-dimensional data objects.
If each attribute of data is given a weight, then the weighted Euclidean distance is expressed as:
\[ f(i,j) = \sqrt{w_1 |u_1 - u_{1i}|^2 + w_2 |u_2 - u_{2j}|^2 + w_n |u_n - u_{ni}|^2} + A + |u_{ni} - u_{nj}|^2 \]

3. Similarity coefficient: The two sample points are more similar, the similarity coefficient is closer to 1; and the simiarity coefficient is closer to 0 when two sample points are more different.
Phase angle cybernetics: Using vector of included Angle cosine formula to measure the angle's similarity degree between samples \( U(u_1, u_2, A, u_n) \) and \( X(x_1, x_2, A, x_n) \).
The angle cosine formula is:
\[ \text{sim}(i,j) = \frac{\sum^n_{i=1} u_i \cdot x_i}{\sqrt{\sum^n_{i=1} u_i^2 \sum^n_{j=1} x_j^2}} \]

Pearson correlation coefficient:
The correlation coefficient of sample i and sample j is as the following:
\[ \text{sim}(i,j) = \frac{\sum_n (v_{ci} - \bar{v}_i)(v_{cj} - \bar{v}_j)}{\sqrt{\sum_n (v_{ci} - \bar{v}_i)^2 \sum_n (v_{cj} - \bar{v}_j)^2}} \]
Where \( \bar{v}_i \) is mean value, \( \bar{v}_j = \frac{1}{n} \sum^n_{c=1} v_{ci} \), and
\( \bar{v}_j = \frac{1}{n} \sum^n_{c=1} v_{cj} \)

iii. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
The support vector machine is used to classify data; this task is called machine learning [13]. For given data points which belong to one or more classes, we use SVM to decide which new data point will contain the class.
Suppose \( x_1, x_2, A, x_n \), where \( x_i \in R^d, i = 1, A, m \) are d-dimensional training samples. The corresponding mark of each sample is \( y_1, y_2, A, y_n \), where \( y_i \in \{1,-1\} \), and \( i = 1, A, m \) indicating the class to which the vector belongs.
For linear SVM, the hyperplane \( w \cdot x + b \) will classify the training samples, then
\[ w \cdot x_i + b > 0 \quad \text{if} \quad y_i = 1 \]
\[ w \cdot x_i + b < 0 \quad \text{if} \quad y_i = -1 \]
This can be rewritten as:
\[ w \cdot x_i + b \geq 1 \quad \text{if} \quad y_i = 1 \]
\[ w \cdot x_i + b \leq -1 \quad \text{if} \quad y_i = -1 \]
Or
\[ y_i(w \cdot x_i + b) \geq 1, \forall i \in \{1,2,A,m\} \]

So according to the theory, hyperplane can classify the samples, and also maximize the distance between the classes. In the following figure, we have three hyperplane (H_1, H_2, H_3), we can see that H_1 does not separate the classes. H_2 does, but only with a small margin. H_3 separates them with the maximum margin. The following figure 5 shows the maximum margin hyperplane:

![Figure 5: Maximum-Margin Hyperplane](image)

The classification distance of \( w \cdot x + b \) can be written as:
\[
d(w, b) = \sum_{x_i \mid y_i = 1} \min \frac{w \cdot x_i + b}{\|w\|} - \sum_{x_i \mid y_i = 1} \max \frac{w \cdot x_i + b}{\|w\|}
\]

This can be summarized as:
\[
d(w, b) = \frac{1}{\|w\|} - \frac{-1}{\|w\|} = \frac{2}{\|w\|}
\]

So the maximum \( d(w, b) \) problem according to constraints conditions converted into minimum \( \frac{\|w\|^2}{2} \) problem. This optimization problem has been solved by the saddle point given by (Christopher, 1998):
\[
M(w, b, a) = \frac{1}{2} (w \cdot w) - \sum_{i=1}^{m} a_i ((x_i \cdot w) - b) y_i - 1
\]

Where \( a_i \) is Lagrangian multiplier. According to above saddle point, we have:
\[
w = \sum_{i=1}^{m} a_i y_i x_i
\]

Which declare that only a few \( a_i \) will be bigger than 0, \( x_i \) is the support vector that lie on the margin and satisfy condition \( y_i (w \cdot x_i + b) = 1 \).

So by substitute the above formula, we get the following points which show that SVM reduces to the following optimization problem:
Maximize \( (a_i) \) we get:
\[
W(a) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} a_i - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i,j} a_i a_j y_i y_j (x_i \cdot x_j)
\]

And to the constraint from the minimization:
\[
a_i \geq 0, i = 1,A,m
\]
\[
\sum_{i=1}^{m} a_i y_i = 0, i = 1,A,m
\]

So \( W \) can be computed by:
\[
w = \sum_{i=1}^{m} a_i y_i x_i, a_i \geq 0
\]

Where \( s_v \) is the support vector.

As well as, in the hyperplane function, for constant \( C \), it can be displayed as the following:
\[
C = \frac{1}{2} [(w. x^*(1)) + (w. x^*(-1))]
\]

Where \( x^*(1) \) declare that belongs to first class of support vector, and \( x^*(-1) \) declare that belongs to the second class of support vector.

According to above, we get the function of the best classification hyperplane as follows:
\[
f(x) = \text{sgn} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{m} a_i y_i (x_i \cdot x) - C \right)
\]

\( x_i \) is the support vector, \( a_i \) is Lagrangian multiplier, and \( C \) is constant.

Above we have described the training samples classification by using linear SVM, also the support vector and the basic principles of best hyperplane. But if the training samples cannot be classified by linear SVM, then the above principles will be useless. In this situation, we use soft margin to solve problems, soft margin will choose a hyperplane that classify samples as cleanly as possible.

For non-negative slack variables \( \xi_i \geq 0, i = 1,A,m \), so the function becomes:
\[
w \cdot x_i + b \geq 1 - \xi_i \text{ if } y_i = 1
\]
\[
w \cdot x_i + b \leq \xi_i - 1 \text{ if } y_i = -1
\]

Then by using Lagrangian multiplier, the optimization problem can be computed by:
For, \( 0 \leq a_i \leq T, \sum_{i} a_i y_i = 1 \)
By minimization we get:
\[
\sum_{i=1}^{m} a_i - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i,j} a_i a_j y_i y_j (x_i \cdot x_j)
\]

Where \( i = 1,A,m,T > 0 \) is a constant.

iv. User’s Location Matrix and Algorithms

There have been some previous works into geolocation technology and software which determine the user’s geographic details including country, city, ZIP code, and so on.

The user’s location information is effective for recommendation system to provide more specific recommendation results according to the user location interest and preference identification.
Since our recommender system builds a preference or interest profile for each user enter our website, so our recommender system will use the user’s interest profile to create session-interest matrix to indicate the user’s interest based on user’s location.

To create the aforementioned session-interest matrix, we need to process the following three steps:

- **Session-IP Scope Matrix**
  The system generates all users’ session IP address from user session data identification. Then our Support Vector Machine (SVM) will classify all IP addresses in some classes according to the first two segments of session-IP scope list. By creating this matrix, we use value 1 for each session user location in the matrix, so each row contains only one value as 1 and others take 0.

- **IP scope-Interest matrix**
  We create this matrix, in which the columns represent users’ interests based on aforementioned user profile data, and its rows represent the same IP addresses of session-IP scope matrix created in step 1. The IP scope-interest matrix indicates the highest interest of website users according to their behavior and experiences on our E-commerce website. To fill the matrix, we use 0 and 1 numbers to make its rows and columns represent user session and his interest value.

- **Session-Interest matrix**
  In this part, we create session-interest matrix by multiply the previous obtained matrixes in step 1 (Session-IP scope matrix) and step 2 (IP scope-Interest matrix). The following steps show the method of creating this matrix:

1. **Input**: Session-IP Scope Matrix, IP scope-Interest matrix
2. **Output**: Session-Interest matrix
3. **Fill**: Fill the rows of Session-IP Scope Matrix by sessions

   - Fill the columns of IP scope-Interest matrix by interests
4. **For** \( P_i \) **session matrix**
   - \{ If \( (P_i \) has interest data) then
     - For
       - (interest \( U_j \) \( \text{of interest matrix} \))
     - \{ If \( (P_i[interest\text{profile}]\text{include} \ U_j) \) then
       - Session-interest \( [P_i, U_j] = 1; \)
     - Else
       - Session-interest \( [P_i, U_j] = 0; \) \} \}

According to these steps, we have used values 0 or 1 to fill the elements of session-interest matrix, the output information is a refererrer matrix based on user’s location and his/her interest profile data. Since every customer who visit our website has an IP address, but not all users have interest profile such as new users who do not have any rated information or purchased data. So to solve this issue, we have process the classification and clustering algorithms on two matrixes, one for users who do not have interest profile. For such users, we use the data integration based on similar users coming from the same location. The system generates the interest items for users who have similar IP addresses with our current user.

For this process, we use k-mean clustering algorithm to generate identification data based on clusters of same location users according to the classification on session-IP scope list.

### v. Algorithms Integration

The recommendations based on STC algorithm, user profile, neighbor clustering, IP session matrix and support vector machine (SVM) will combine the item’s features with user preference. These algorithms will also divide the items according to differences and catalogs. Then summarize the user’s preference value on these different features with measuring their interest into item’s lists, until we get the user preference model. According to user’s different interest, we use the user-profile data with STC algorithm to measure user’s interest by ordering clustering based on their interest model data. This process will integrate the search engine data and user search behavior on our website, in order to generate their interest’s information and build an interest model for each user.

For user preference model, we use neighbor clustering, which generate the users who have similar preference level into different features of items. These users became neighbors, to provide real-time recommendation. In addition, combining with content-based recommendation technology can promote the recommendation of new items.

In the E-commerce business, a user buy items not only related to item’s features or preference; as the user’s basic information (age, occupation, location,… etc) have also a certain relevance.

So considering adjust and analyze the user information; when making recommendation, and choosing a nearest neighbor; it will help to make the user similarity comparison results as weighted to provide a high quality recommendation. The project will uniformly process the user’s information, in order to facilitate the comparison.

By combining the neighbor clustering algorithm of content-based technology, we get the clusters units, and then compare the users of each cluster unit to get the similar users. So the hybrid recommendation by combined user information is recommended on the basis of content recommendation technology.

For the classification results of support vector machine (SVM), it helps to predict the user’s nearest neighbor, and proceed a weighted adjustment operation, to further improve the quality of recommendation.
Because of the reliable results of prediction recommendation based on demographic information for limited data volume; so after the classification operation by support vector machine, we get the similarity degree between users according to the comparison results of users’ information. These similarity degrees are used as weighted values for predictive ratings process.

We also have used IP session matrix with support vector machine (SVM) to classify and divide the users according to their locations, and use the identification data based on location to provide user a useful and helpful recommendation including the most interested items by same location users.

V. Implementation

a) Identification Based on Search Data

The following steps show our recommender system technique using search data identifications:

i. Update User-Interest Profile

The user interest profiles are automatically generated based on the type of content viewed by the user. A system generates user interest profiles by monitoring and analyzing a user’s access to a variety of user. A system generates user interest profiles by input as the sources information for user interest profile must be considered. The retrieve information of user update of user interest profile based on user interests hierarchical levels within a set of structured data.

User’s interest is constantly changing, so the update of user interest profile based on user interests must be considered. The retrieve information of user input as the sources information for user interest profile updating process. The profile update algorithm is as follows:

Input : search query, user interest Ui
Outout: User interest Ui,
Method:
Step1: Extract keywords from search query;
Step2: Define Constant c, 0 ≤ c ≤ 1/M ;
Step3:
For ( Keyword L of query )
{ if ( keyword L in group L1, L2, L3 …, Lm )
{ find rel of keyword L in the group ( assume L =Lp);
  (lp , wp +c)→ (lp , wp )
  continue;
 } Else
 { extract node (q, wq =min{wj / 1 ≪ j ≤ M});
   if (c> wq/(L,c)→ (q , wq) else continue;
 }
}
step4: wj units;
Step5: Return Ui ;

ii. Improve STC Algorithm

The STC algorithm clustering that has been discussed above is an efficient method of clustering search results, but because it’s clustering process only start from the characteristics of the document itself, and it gets the clustering results based on the document attributes. So for our best knowledge, this is not enough for a personalized recommendation system. In this project, we combine the user personal interests’ model with on STC algorithm, which improves the STC algorithm strategy.

In order to better implementation of the personalized recommendation, the clusters should be ordered according to the user’s interests. To measure the user interest into any document, we use the following formula:

\[ \text{Score}(c_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{M} \text{count}(l_j, c_i) \times w_j \]

Where count \((l_j, c_i)\) as the occurrences number of \(j\) keyword \(l_j\) into \(i\) document \(c_i\) for user interests model. \(w_j\) is the weight of \(l_j\).

To combine base clusters we use Single-Pass algorithm which has a better timeliness compared with Single-Link algorithm.

The basic process of Single-Pass process is as follows:

1. Assign the \(D_1\) cluster \(C_1\)
2. For \(i=2\) to \(N\) do
   (a) Calculate similarity \(S_{ij}\) between \(D_i\) and \(C_j\) for all \(j\).
   (b) Find the cluster \(j\) with largest similarity \(S_{ij}\) between \(D_i\) and cluster \(j\).
   (c) If \(S_{ij} > \text{threshold}\), then assign \(D_i\) to cluster \(j\) and recalculate cluster representative for \(j\), else create a new cluster for \(D_i\).

Cluster representative status as such as the cluster is represented by its centroid.

Here, use the user interest degree to measure the similarity of different documents, similarity \(S_{ij}\). And use the Score value average of document cluster as the cluster centroid. The process steps are as follows:

Traverse each base cluster queue, and convert base cluster into one document;
Measure the Score value of each document;

Use Single-Pass cluster algorithm to combine all the original base clusters of the same document cluster; order the results according to centroid value;

By comparing the results of user interest’s measurement, the Single-Pass algorithm we have used in this project to combine base clusters did improve the algorithm efficiently compared with Single-Link algorithm used by previous works. As an implementation result for the above algorithms on search engine data and search information on our E-commerce website, we could check all the info we need via the management system as we see in following figure 6:
According to the data analyze of search data, our recommender system generates all the information need to recommend items based on search engine data, query keywords and clicked URLs on the website.

a) Identification Based on Rated Items

Recommendation system can be defined as a program that predicts a user’s preferences using information about the user, other users and the items in the system.

According to our database figure 2, we can see three tables for this section, which are users table, items table and ratings table. The rating table data explain the items rated by users and ratings degree, the following table shows the process of the rating:

**Table 1: Users Ratings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UserID</th>
<th>ItemID</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User N</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Every item has its own features; the items table data declares the features of items such as item ID, title, price, item type and so on. The following table shows items Eigen’s data:

**Table 2: Items Features**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ItemID</th>
<th>Home goods</th>
<th>Technology items</th>
<th>…</th>
<th>ETC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By combining the ratings table and items features table, we get the following table:
Table 3: Ratings and Features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UserID</th>
<th>ItemID</th>
<th>Home goods</th>
<th>Technology items</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User N</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows the rating value of each item and the user who rated the item. As the above info show the user rating and items features, but it doesn’t reflect the user interest into different features of items. So we need to convert the user ratings of the items, make each rating value declare the interest degree of each feature, and then explain the user interest into different features of items, as shown in the following steps:

1. Initialize relatively matrix of user preference
   Create user preference matrix \( CP \), the matrix row include each user, the column show the Eigen’s, and the values on the matrix:
   \[
   CP_{ij} \quad (i = 1,2, A, N; j = 1,2, A, M)
   \]
   Show the interest value of user \( i \) into Eigen \( j \), convert into 0 matrix.

2. Calculate the interest value of each user into the corresponding Eigen or feature.
   According to combination between user ratings and items Eigen’s shown in table 3; input the data of matrix \( P \), as the following:
   1. Generate the rating matrix of user \( i \), e.g. the row 1 equal to sub matrix of \( P \)
   \[
   P^i = \begin{bmatrix}
   1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 5 \\
   1 & 2 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 4 \\
   1 & 5 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1
   \end{bmatrix}
   \]
   The row 2 of \( P \) shows the user rated items ID 1,2,5, the last row as the user entirely ratings value for each item ID 5,4,1, the other 3-6 rows show the features of item ID 1,2,5
   2. Generate last row of \( P^i \), which means the user entirely ratings value of items, and then respectively times the row of items Eigen’s value
   \[
   RP^i = P^i(:,3:M-1) * P^i(M) \quad \text{such as}; \quad RP^i
   \begin{bmatrix}
   1 & 1 & 5 & 5 & 0 & 0 & 5 \\
   1 & 2 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 4 & 4 \\
   1 & 5 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1
   \end{bmatrix}
   \]
   Add the column vectors of \( RP^i \), and for the Eigen’s declared rows we need to respectively divide by the other frequency number (columns with value 1), which fetch the \( RP^i \) columns divided by the entirely ratings value, and then we get \( CRP^i \)
   For example \( CRP^i(5 3 1 4 10/3) \) show the rating value of user 1 into items Eigen’s 1 until 4.
   Divide the Eigen’s value rows by the entirely ratings value, we get the interest data \( CIP^i \) of user i into each Eigen.

\[
CIP^i = \begin{bmatrix}
3/2 & 9/10 & 3/10 & 6/5
\end{bmatrix}
\]

3. Iterate Steps (1) to (3) until we get the interest data of every user, we get the user interest data matrix \( CIP^i \).
   Each column data is divided by the sum of all row vectors multiplied by the general users:
   \[
   CP^i = \frac{CP^i \ast N}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} CP^i}
   \]
   Input the \( CP^i \) into the initialized relatively matrix of user preference \( CP \), without involve of Eigen value keeps the value 0.
   The algorithms process for rated items can be displayed by the following figure 7:
According to the methods mentioned above, our recommendation results based on the rated items did boost the recommendation quality and achieves greater results for the current systems. It also provides solutions for some problems exist in hybrid recommender system, such as non support for multi-criteria ratings and scalability problem.

c) Cold Start Solutions

i. New items recommendation

Content based algorithm recommendation is to classify items based on features of the item, and then pick other items from same class to recommend.

This algorithm can be used to recommend the new items of E-commerce website, although the new items don't have ratings or ordered information's, but the features of new items can be used to compare and find the most similar items on our product catalog, then find the interested users on it, and recommend the new items to them.

First, for the new items features, we create a feature matrix called TestItem form, as a new item to follow up the types, in the form of 0-1.

Second, preferences match of relative users: After the classification of relative preference on behalf of the matrix itemAvg & TestItem, we measure the D-value E, which is integrity, the greater we got, declare the new item classification belongs to the user preference or interests. Then select the classification user to do recommendation.

\[ e_i = \frac{\sum_{p} (itemAvg_i^p - TestItem^p)}{p}, i \]

\[ = 1, 2, A, numCategories \]

P represents the number of new items features with value 1, the features number. itemAvg^p is the features corresponding column of new items in class i, and e_i is the D-value of new items feature in class i.

ii. New users recommendation

One of the cold start problems is new users who have not any interesting data or purchased items log. So to do the recommendation for these new users, we use the following method which uses the information of users to find their similar neighbors in order to give them high quality recommendation contents.

We compute a feature weight. Each feature weight is calculated separately for each user.

➢ Users Input Data: as we can see on the database figure 2, the new users data can be called newUser, and the original users data called UserInfo.

➢ Feature Weight Calculation: For each user, we assign a weight to each feature in a feature set based on the particular user’s past behavior.

1. Comparison between new user and original user

For new users, because we don’t have any ratings information or either purchased data, so we can’t recommend items according to user interests or content based classification. So we use the new user’s data to compare and find the similarity with other original users, and then according to the similarity degree do a prediction rating for the new user. The similarity degree between users can be calculated according to the following formula:

\[ S_i = \frac{|newUser^t - UserInfo^t|}{\max t - \min t} \]

This formula declares the similarity between users info on the term t.

2. Weight Calculation

Considering all user information terms, according to different extent a, calculate the comprehensive weights of similarity degree between on behalf of the user as the following:

\[ W = \sum a_i S_i \]

of which \( \sum a_i = 1.0 \)
3. Prediction recommended

According to the weight and ratings data, calculate the ratings info of new users:

\[ \text{newUserRate} = \text{W} \times \text{UserRate} \]

And then finally according to prediction ratings result, recommend the top rated items.

\((\text{User} \times \text{Item}) \text{ Matrix} + \text{Similarity Function} = \text{Top} - K \text{ most similar users})\]

The recommendation algorithm for new users can be displayed as the following figure 8:

![Figure 8: Recommendation Process for New Users](image)

**a) Identification Based on Location**

The user location identification data based on the input of two clustered matrixes, which are session-IP scope matrix and Interest Scope matrix, as well as, the user session vector. The output is a list of recommended items for the user based on his location identification, that represented by session-interest clustered matrix.

When the user views our website, the recommender system algorithms based on location will process the following steps to recommend a list of interest items:

1. First, the system construct session-IP scope matrix for the current user, to determine the location that user belongs to. The matrix row is filled by value 1 for each session user location in the matrix, so each row contains only one value as 1 and others take 0.

2. Second, the system create IP scope-interest matrix, the columns values used to represent the user interest and preference according to his profile data, and its rows represent the same IP addresses of session-IP scope matrix; Since it has one row, so it's also called the user’s location vector.

3. Third, by multiply the two clustered matrixes, we get a new matrix called session-interest matrix, which used to indicate the user location and interest data. Then according to matrix values, the system recommends items for user depend on his location.

Fourth, the user visit our site and he may has an interest profile or not, so considering this point, we use k-mean classification algorithm to find the closest neighbor for user, and recommend items for user based on his neighbor interest. The classification algorithm (KNN) calculates the similarities between users to provide the current user a list of most interest items by his same location users.

According to algorithm calculation, the more much value is gotten, the more similarity of user profile for our current user session. The recommendation weight for current user session is obtained, and the more much weighted value is obtained, the more prioritization of interest items to recommend user. The implementation results of recommendation matrix based on location give us clear information for user’s location and a whole picture about their visits log to our website. The following figures 9 and 10 show the results via management system of our application website:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visits Overview</th>
<th>view all</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
<td>unique visitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>today</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yesterday</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average daily</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 9: Users’ Visits Overview](image)
The recommender system generates the location address of users according to stored data by the visits overview of system. The relational database provide a detailed address including city, province and country for each user browse our website. The following figure 10 indicates the traffic trends of users via management system:

![24-hour traffic trends](image)

**Figure 10**: 24-Hour Traffic Trends

To measure the recommendation quality standard of the system, there are many methods to use; such as Precision vs. Recall, Clicks, Click through rate and direct user feedback...etc [14]. Here we use two main methods to test the quality and accuracy of recommendation algorithms.

1. **Mean Absolute Error**
   
   MAE is a quantity used to measure how close predictions are to the eventual outcomes, it measures the error between new user’s predications ratings and the ratings data of real original users. The smaller value of MAE outcome, the better quality of recommendation system we got.

   $$MAE = \frac{1}{N * K} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{K} (\text{Testrate}_{ij} - \text{TestResult}_{ij})$$

   Where Testrate is user rating matrix, TestResult is user’s predication rating matrix, N is the number of users, and K as the rating terms number.

2. **Comprehensive evaluation index**

   - **Precision**
     
     $$\text{Precision} = \frac{|\{\text{items in test set}\} \cap \{\text{the recommended items}\}|}{|\{\text{the recommended items}\}|}$$

   - **Recall**
     
     $$\text{Recall} = \frac{|\{\text{items in test set}\} \cap \{\text{the recommended items}\}|}{|\{\text{items in test set}\}|}$$

   Because of the precision and recall rate to a certain extent is a pair of contradictory indicators, as the high precision rate means our recall rate is low, so in order to balance the two indexes, we use the Comprehensive evaluation index F-measure, the higher value of F-measure outcome; the better quality of recommendation system we got.

   $$F - \text{measure} = \frac{2 \cdot \text{Precision} \cdot \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}}$$

   $$= \frac{1}{\text{Recall}} + \frac{1}{\text{Precision}}$$

**VI. Conclusions**

The goal of this work is to enhance and optimize the recommendation system of E-commerce website by providing a new developed and useful model of recommender system. Our system provides some new functions to solve the main serious problems and challenges exist in the current recommendation systems. It provides functions that meet the user and consumer expectations and needs, taking the full consideration of online recommendation system development from the following points:

1. Enhancing recommendation results based on search engine, search data and clicked URLs. Our system use some clustering algorithms to generate and enhance the user interest and preference profile.

2. Enhancing the rating functions by proposing some clustering methods to generate functions of rated items which will generate these data as sources to provide a high quality of recommendation results.

3. Proposing solutions for current recommendation system, such as cold start problem. Our system proposed and applied some algorithms which provide solutions for new items and new users recommendation.
4. Proposing a new function for recommendation system, as our system build a new interface which provide recommendation results according to the data identification based on user’s location.

ASP.NET is used as a programming language to build this project, and ORACLE is used as a database engine. By the extra services that our E-commerce application site renders; it will be more flexible and efficiency to use comparing with other similar internet (B2B) sites.
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